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 Or the occasional melody that falls from her lips: “My cat, it offers three corners.Pay attention
to the nice, faltering sounds of a Pachelbel canon that Priscilla painstakingly plays on the old
parlor organ, 1 slow note at a time.A. The setting is exclusive: twenty acres of forested
property or home on Whidbey Island with two distinct houses, a 4,000 square foot store,
caging areas for five cougars and two bobcats, and a raised bed garden surrounded by deer
fencing. .” Smell the “light gray clay” she tromps in from dumping the kitty litter. John, software
engineer, confirmed bachelor, and owner of exotic animals; Experience her surprise as she
tastes picante sauce on her toast. Feel the 24-hour sting of Washington nettle that she tries to
wash away with hot water. Three Corners Provides My Cat: Caregiving in Alzheimer’s Time, a
assortment of vignettes written from 2008 to 2013, presents a glimpse into daily life with
Alzheimer’s Disease. . The on-site characters are three members of the Lussmyer family
members: Priscilla, former physical education instructor and proud graduate of Oberlin
College (B. Three corners offers my cat ., 1948) and Northwestern University (M.A., 1952); View
her zip down the wooded driveway with lots of brush in her golf cart. and Janis, college
English instructor retired early to be in-house caregiver and chronicler of life in the woods.
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Honest, poignant A genuine account and recording of the daily events, problems and
blessings of caregiving. Janis writes from the heart with honesty and humor. engaging
Celebration of Existence (with Alzheimer's) Care-giving has its difficulties. You may be touched
by the love of a daughter for her aging mom, displayed through sacrificial program, tempered
patience, and, eventually, the willingness to let go. This is a must-read!! That is a wonderfully
written book, giving insight to the life span of a caregiver and that of someone you care about
and putting into words the highs and lows that come with it. It was written with warmth, love,
and humor and inspires me to become a better caregiver. I possibly could hardly put it down
once I started. Yet, you will discover yourself smiling because the author shares bite-sized bits
of existence with a dynamo mother coping with dementia. Thoughtful, funny, honest. Written
with humor, touching honesty and the wisdom and clearness of one who provides walked the
path. I came across it gorgeous and poetic as the writer struggled with her loss and mourned
her mom. I would recommend this book. This should end up being on everyone's "must-
browse" list, regardless of whether they're a caregiver or not. Three Corners Has My Cat A
collection of vignettes that relate the daily slipping away of someone with Alzheimers. The
writer documented the daily occasions of caring for her mom as she become baffled. I really
believe that someone struggling with this disease will become comforted by the experiences
of someone else who cared for someone you care about with this awful disease. You'll laugh
and cry as she describes looking after an aging parent with Alzheimer’s. Touching True Tale of
Love and Care The author's voice is nearly perfect in this story of looking after a mother as she
walks and stumbles down the grim road of Alzheimer's Disease. While we hear the daughter's
pain and discomfort, it's the mother's personality and grit and, surprisingly, her power that
remains with us at the conclusion of the story. Warm and honest In this book the author shares
candidly about her adventures and difficulties as she navigates the uncertain trail of
caregiving on her behalf mother. She writes truthfully and from the heart, inviting the reader
into a glimpse of the daily realities of looking after a enjoyed one. Not only for caregivers,
although they could especially benefit and relate.
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